
Constellations 1           Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

truly     
twelfth     
unusual     
using     
usually     
village     
accommodate      
accompany      
according     
achieve     
aggressive      
amateur     
ancient     
apparent       
appreciate       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Constellations 2         Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

attached     

available     
average     
awkward     
bargain     
bruise     
category     
cemetery     
committee     

communicate     
community     
competition     
conscience     
conscious     
controversy     
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Constellations 3        Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

convenience     

correspond     
criticise     
curiosity     
definite     
desperate     
determined     
develop     
dictionary     

disastrous     
 embarrass     
 environment     
 equipped     
 equipment     
especially     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Constellations 4           Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

exaggerate     

excellent     
existence     
explanation     
familiar     
foreign     
forty     
frequently     
government     

guarantee     
harass     
hindrance     
identity     
immediate      
immediately     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Constellations 5           Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

individual     

interfere     
interrupt     
language     
leisure     
lightning     
marvellous     
mischievous     
muscle     

necessary     
neighbour     
nuisance     
occupy     
occur     
opportunity     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Constellations 6           Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

parliament     

persuade	     
physical     
prejudice     
privilege     
profession     
programme	     
pronunciation	     
queue	     

parliament     
persuade     
recognise     
recommend     
relevant     
restaurant     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Constellations 7          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

rhyme     

rhythm	     
sacrifice     
secretary     
shoulder     
signature     
sincere	     
sincerely	     
soldier	     

stomach     
rhyme     
rhythm     
sufficient     
suggest     
symbol     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Constellations 8.          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

system     

systematic	     
systematically     
temperature     
thorough     
through     
throughout     
though     
thought	     

twelfth     
various     
variety     
vegetable     
vehicle     
yacht     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Constellations 9          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

conclusion     

conscience     
embarrass     
environment     
forty     
interrupt     
sincerely     
argument     
business     

miscellaneous     
questionnaire     
separate     
accommodate     
correspondence     
commission     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Constellations 10.          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

desperate     

gauge     
indispensable     
irrelevant     
manoeuvre     
miniature     
occasion     
occasionally     
occurrence     

parliament     
seize     
compatible     
comparative     
criticism     
foreign     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Constellations 11          Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

honorary     

humorous     
immediately     
independent     
maintenance     
medicine     
necessary     
accommodate     
deterrent     

equipped     
aerial     
conscious     
courteous     
guardian     
exercise     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Constellations 12           Spelling Homework 
 
Complete the grid below for your spelling words for this week.  
Look up the meaning of any words that you are unfamiliar with.  
 

Look Say Cover Write Check 

 tendency     

inoculate     
immediately     
seize     
carbohydrates     
consistency     
hygiene     
protein     
recipe     

classification     
thesaurus     
dimension     
pastel     
rhythm     
proportion     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


